In this paper we discuss some basic topological properties of generalizations of closure, interior, neighborhood, limit points, derived set, frontier, exterior and border of the sets via nano generalized e (resp. M )-open sets in nano topological spaces.
Introduction and Preliminaries
The notion of Nano topology (in short, Nt) was introduced by Lellis Thivagar [6] which was defined in terms of approximations and boundary region of a subset of an universe using an equivalence relation on it and also defined Nano closed sets, Nano-interior and Nano-closure.
The class of sets namely, θ -open (resp. δ -open) sets are playing more important role in topological spaces, because of their applications in various fields of Mathematics and other real fields. In [3] Caldas et al. studied various kinds of θopen sets and their properties in topological spaces. Also, in [10, 11] studied various kinds of δ -open sets. Recently, [1, 5, 8] studied various kinds of generalizations of sets in nano topological spaces. By this motivation, we present the concept of nano generalized e-open sets [7] and study their properties in nano topological spaces. The purpose of this paper is to discuss some basic topological properties of the operators namely closure, interior, neighbourhood, limit points, derived set, frontier, exterior and border by using the sets nano generalized e (resp. M ) open sets. Definition 1.1. [6] Let U be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be an equivalence relation on U named as the indiscernibility relation. Elements belonging to the same equivalence class are said to be indiscernible with one another. Let P ⊆ U. Then, (i) The lower approximation of P with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be for certain classified as P with respect to R and it is denoted by L R (P). That is, L R (P) = l∈U {R(l) : R(l) ⊆ P}, where R(l) denotes the equivalence class determin-ed by l.
(ii) The upper approximation of P with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be possibly classified as P with respect to R and it is denoted by U R (P). That is,
The boundary region of P with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be classified neither as P nor as not-P with respect to R and it is denoted by B R (P). That is, B R (P) = U R (P) − L R (P).
Proposition 1.2. [6] If (U, R) is an approximation space and P, Q ⊆ U, then 
where P ⊆ U, τ R (P) satisfies the following axioms:
(ii) The union of the elements of arbitrary sub collection of τ R (P) is in τ R (P).
(iii) The intersection of the elements of any finite sub-collection of τ R (P) is in τ R (P).
(i) closed [2, 4] The collection of all nano generalized (resp. θ , θ semi, δ , δ semi and δ pre) open subsets of (U, τ R (P)) is denoted by NGO(U, P)(resp. NGθ O(U, P), NGθ S O(U, P), NGδ O(U, P), NGδ S O(U, P) and NGδ PO(U, P)).
The collection of all Ngec (resp. NgM c) subsets of U is denoted by NGeC(U, P) (resp. NGM C(U, P)). Definition 1.18. Let K be a subset of a Nts (U, τ R (P)), the intersection of all No subsets of U containing K is called nano kernel [8] of K and is denoted by Nker (K) .
Throughout this paper, (U, τ R (P)) is a Nts with respect to P where P ⊆ U, R is an equivalence relation on U. Then U/R denotes the family of equivalence classes of U by R.
Nano generalized e neighbourhoods
Definition 2.1. Let K be subset of a Nts (U, τ R (P)) and l ∈ U then a set K is called nano generalized e (resp. nano generalized M ) neighbourhood (briefly, NgeNbd (resp. NgM Nbd)) of l ∈ U, if there is a Ngeo (resp. NgM o) set G ⊂ K with l ∈ G.
Definition 2.2. Let (U, τ R (P)) be a Nts and K be subset of U. A subset S of U is said to be nano generalized e (resp. nano generalized M ) neighbourhood (briefly, NgeNbd (resp.
The collection of all NgeNbd (resp. NgM Nbd) of l ∈ U is called NgeNbd (resp. NgM Nbd) system of l and is denoted by NGeNbdS(l) (resp. NGM NbdS(l)). 
The other case is similar.
Remark 2.7. But the intersection of NgeNbd (resp. NgM Nbd) of a point l ∈ U is not a NgeNbd (resp. NgM Nbd) of the point l ∈ U in general. 
Proof. (v) Let K be an arbitrary Ngθ S Nbd of l ∈ U then there exists an Ngθ S o set L such that l ∈ G ⊆ K. By [7] ,
The other cases are similar.
Remark 2.10. The converse of the Theorem 2.9 is need not be true. It can be verified by the forthcoming example.
Example 2.11. In the Example 2.3, the set (i) {n, o} is a NgeNbd(n) (resp. NgM Nbd(n)) but not a NeNbd(n) (resp. NM Nbd(n)).
(v) {l, o} is a (resp. NgM Nbd(l)) but not a Ngδ P Nbd(l).
Theorem 2.12. Let l be any arbitrary point of a Nts (U, τ R (P)).
Then NgeNbdS(l) satisfies the following properties.
(iii) Given F ∈ NgeNbdS(l) implies there exists a Ngeo set G such that l ∈ G ⊆ F and F ⊆ H which implies l ∈ G ⊆ F ⊆ H. This shows that H ∈ NgeNbdS(l).
The system NgM NbdS(l) is also satisfy the Theorem 2.12 Theorem 2.13. Let K be a subset of a Nts (U, τ R (P)) and NGeO(U, P) is closed under arbitrary union, then K is a Ngeo set iff K is NgeNbd of each of its points.
Proof. Let K be any Ngeo set of U. Then for each l ∈ K ⊆ K, implies K is NgeNbdS(l). Since l is arbitrary point of K, implies K is NgeNbd of each of its points.
Conversely, K is NgeNbd of each of its points which implies for each l ∈ K, there exists Ngeo set G, such that
Thus it follows that K = l∈K G l . As each G l is Ngeo set, K is also Ngeo set.
The system NgM O(U, P) is also satisfy the Theorem 2.13 Theorem 2.14. Let NGeO(U, P) is closed under finite intersection, if K is Ngec subset of U and l ∈ U − K then there exists a NgeNbd H of l such that H ∩ K = φ .
The system NGM O(U, P) is also satisfy the Theorem 2.14 Definition 2.15. A point l ∈ U is said to be nano generalized e (resp. nano generalized M ) limit point of a set K if for each
Definition 2.16. Let (U, τ R (P)) be Nts and K ⊂ U, the set of all nano generalized e (resp. nano generalized M ) limit points of K is said to be nano generalized e (resp. nano generalized M ) derived set of K and is denoted by NgD e (K) (resp. NgD M (K)).
Theorem 2.17. Let K and L are the subsets of a Nts (U, τ R (P)). Then the following properties hold.
Proof. (i) Let l ∈ U and G be a Ngeo set containing l. Then (G − {l}) ∩ φ = φ . This implies l / ∈ NgD e (φ ). Therefore for any l ∈ U, l is not Nge limit point of φ . Hence NgD e (φ ) = φ .
(ii) Let l ∈ NgD e (K) . Then G ∩ (K − {l}) = φ , for every Ngeo set G containing l. Since 
This implies l ∈ NgD e (L). Thus l ∈ NgD e (K) implies l ∈ NgD e (L). Therefore NgD e (K) ⊆ NgD e (L).
(iii) Let l ∈ NgD e (K) . Then G ∩ (K − {l}) = φ , for every Ngeo set G containing l. This implies every Ngeo set G containing l, contains atleast one point other than l of K − {l}. Therefore l ∈ NgD e (K − {l}) . (K) and NgD e (K ∩ L) ⊆ NgD e (L). Hence Ng D e (K ∩ L) ⊆ NgD e (K) ∩ NgD e (L).
The derived set NgD M (·) is also satisfies the Theorem 2.17 Theorem 2.18. Let NGeC(U, P) (resp. NGM C(U, P)) is closed under arbitrary union and if K is a subset of Nts (U, τ R (P)) then K ∪ NgD e (K) (resp. K ∪ NgD M (K)) is a Ngec (resp. NgM c) set.
Proof.
To prove K ∪ NgD e (K) is a Ngec set, it is sufficient to prove U − (K ∪ NgD e (K)) is Ngeo set. Case 1: Let U − (K ∪ NgD e (K)) = φ , the result is obvious.
Case 2: Let U − (K ∪ NgD e (K)) = φ and l ∈ U − (K ∪ NgD e (K)), implies l / ∈ K ∪NgD e (K) . This implies l / ∈ K and l / ∈ NgD e (K) . Now l / ∈ NgD e (K) implies l is not Nge limit point of K. Therefore there exist a Ngeo set G such that G ∩ (K) ). This implies U − (K ∪ NgD e (K)) is NgeNbd of each of its points. By Theorem 2.13, U − K ∪ NgD e (K) is Ngeo set and hence K ∪ NgD e (K) is Ngec set.
Proof. Suppose K is a Ngec set. Case 1: If NgD e (K) = φ , then the result is obvious.
Since K is Ngec set and U − K is Ngeo set containing l and not containing any other point of K which is a contradiction to l ∈ NgD e (K). Therefore l ∈ K. Thus l ∈ NgD e (K) implies l ∈ K. Hence NgD e (K) ⊆ K.
Conversely, let NgD e (K) ⊆ K. Let l ∈ U − K implies l / ∈ K. Since NgD e (K) ⊆ K, l ∈ NgD e (K), there exists a Ngeo set G containing l such that G ∩
Since l is arbitrary, U − K is NgeNbd of each of its points. By Theorem 2.13, U − K is Ngeo set. Hence K is Ngec set.
Definition 2.20. Let K be a subset of a Nts (U, τ R (P)), then nano generalized (i) e closure of K (briefly, Ngecl (K) ) is defined as the intersection of all Ngec sets of U containing K.
(ii) M closure of K (briefly, NgM cl(K)) is defined as the intersection of all NgM c sets of U containing K.
Theorem 2.21. Let NGeC(U, P) (resp. NgM C(U, P)) be closed under arbitrary intersection and let K be any subset of a Nts, (U, τ R (P)). Then the following holds.
(i) Ngecl(K)(resp. NgM cl(K)) is the smallest Ngec (resp. NgM c) superset of K.
(ii) K is Ngec (resp. NgM c) iff Ngecl(K) = K (resp. NgM cl(K) = K).
(iii) Ngecl(K) = K ∪ NgD e (K) (resp. NgM cl(K) = K ∪ NgD M (K)).
Proof. (i) Let {F i : i ∈ I} be the collection of all Ngec subsets of U containing the set K. Therefore Ngecl(K) = ∩{F i : i ∈ I}, by the definition of the Ngecl(K). Since the intersection of an arbitrary collection of Ngec sets is Ngec, implies ∩{F i : i ∈ I} is Ngec. Therefore Ngecl(K) is a Ngec set. Also since K ⊆ F i , for each i ∈ I, implies K ⊆ ∩{F i : i ∈ I} = Ngecl (K) . Thus Ngecl(K) is a Ngec set containing the set K. Since Ngecl(K) = ∩{F i : i ∈ I}, implies Ngecl(K) ⊆ F, for each i ∈ I. Consequently, Ngecl(K) is the smallest Ngec superset of K.
(ii) If K is a Ngec set, then obviously it is the smallest Ngec superset of K, therefore it must coincide with Ngecl (K) .
(iii) By Theorem 2.18, K ∪NgD e (K) is a Ngec set. Therefore K ∪ NgD e (K) is Ngec set containing K. Therefore Ngecl(K) ⊆ K ∪ NgD e (K). Again K ⊆ Ngecl (K) , implies NgD e (K) ⊆ NgD e (Ngecl(K)) ⊆ Ngecl(K), because Ngecl (K) is Ngec set and by Theorem 2.19. Hence K ∪ NgD e (K) ⊆ Ngecl (K) . Thus Ngecl(K) = K ∪ NgD e (K) .
Theorem 2.22. Let K and L be two subsets of a Nts, (U, τ R (P)), then the following properties hold. Proof. (i) Since each one of the sets φ , U and Ngecl(K) being Ngec sets. By Theorem 2.21 (ii) , Ngecl (φ ) = φ , Ngecl(U) = U and Ngecl(Ngecl(K)) = Ngecl (K) .
(ii) Let K ⊂ L, then K ⊂ L ⊂ Ngecl (L) . This implies Ngecl(L) is a Ngec superset of K. But Ngecl(K) is the smallest Ngec superset of K. Therefore Ngecl(K) ⊂ Ngecl (L) .
The operator NgM cl(·) is also satisfy the Theorem 2.22.
Remark 2.23. Equality does not hold in result of (ii), (iii) and (iv) of the Theorem 2.22 as seen from the following example. Theorem 2.25. Let K be a subset of a Nts, (U, τ R (P)). Then l ∈ Ngecl(K) (resp. NgM cl(K)) iff G ∩ K = φ for every Ngeo (resp. NgM o) set containing l.
Proof. Let l ∈ Ngecl (K) . Suppose there exists Ngeo set G containing l such that Ngecl(K) . This is contradiction to hypothesis. Hence G ∩ K = φ .
Conversely, let G∩K = φ for every Ngeo set G containing l. Suppose l / ∈ Ngecl (K) , there exists a Ngec set F containing K such that l / ∈ F. This implies K ∩ (U − F) = φ and U − F is Ngeo set containing l. This is contradiction to the hypothesis. Therefore l ∈ Ngecl (K) .
Proposition 2.26. Let K and L be two subsets of a Nts, (U, τ R (P)), then the following properties hold. Proof. Let K and L be Ngec sets in U. By hypothesis,
Theorem 2.27. Let K and L be two subsets of a Nts, (U, τ R (P)), if NeC(U, P) (resp. NM C(U, P)) is closed under finite union, then NGeC(U, P) (resp. NGM C(U, P)) is closed under finite union.
Proof. Let NeC(U, P) is closed under finite unions. Suppose K, L ∈ NGeC(U, P) and let
Lemma 2.28. For any subset K of U, if ND(K) ⊆ NgD e (K) (resp. ND(K) ⊆ NgD M (K)), then Ncl(K) = Ngecl(K) (resp. Ncl(K) = NgM cl(K)).
Proof. For any subset K of U, ND(K) ⊂ NgD e (K) is always true. By hypothesis, ND(K) ⊂ NgD e (K) . Therefore, ND(K) = NgD e (K). By Theorem 2.21 (iii) , that is K ∪ Ncl(K) = A∪Ngecl (K) , which implies Ncl(K) = Ngecl (K) .
The other case is similar. P) is closed under finite union and if K and L are Ngec sets such that ND(K) ⊂ NgD e (K) and ND(L) ⊂ NgD e (L) . Then K ∪ L is a Ngec set in U. The other case is similar.
Definition 2.30. Let K be a subset of a Nts (U, τ R (P)), then nano generalized (i) e interior of K (briefly, Ngeint (K) ) is defined as the union of all Ngeo sets of U contained in K.
(ii) M interior of K (briefly, NgM int(K)) is defined as the union of all NgM o sets of U contained in K.
Remark 2.31. Every No is a Ngeo set which implies every Nint point of K is a Ngeint point of K. Therefore Nint(K) ⊂ Ngeint(K) for any K ⊂ U. But the converse of this result is not true as seen from the following example. Theorem 2.33. Let K and L be two subsets of Nts, (U, τ R (P)), the following properties hold. 
